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The saucer-sized painting Untitled (Rosehips) (2004) could
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whether in Thomas Ruff’s blurred photographs or Fiona
Banner’s handwritten skin-flick text works. But Sinsel is not

looking to import any off-the-peg prurience into his art –
although some of his earlier work not in this exhibition, such
as Untitled (Hovering Penises) (2001), certainly bordered on

curse. An egg hung from a gold chain attached to a carved

and diamond embellished section of laburnum – a fittingly
poisonous tree. Painted on the shell was the head of another
porn protagonist, this time wrecked and bleeding from
several skewers to his smirking face.
Unlike Dario Robleto, who also uses pointedly relic-like
materials in his constructions, the cruel magic of Sinsel’s work is less an effect of
the sedimentation of history or of collective memory than a
microclimate of an intrapersonal and aesthetic intimacy. His
works are small but potent – handfuls that stimulate and are
fuelled by distilled indulgence, both sexual and decorous.
Max Andrews
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